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Transmission Spectra of Fabry–Perot Etalon Filter
for Diverged Input Beams
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Abstract—The transmittance spectrum of an Fabry–Perot (FP)
etalon for an arbitrary laser mode size was analyzed theoretically
and experimentally. An asymmetry and peak wavelength shift in a
transmittance spectrum of the FP etalon can be explained by the
decomposition of an input beam into plane waves. It was found
that a wavelength locker can be realized without collimation lens
by using a spot-size integrated laser diode.

Index Terms—Fabry–Pérot filter, Gaussian-beam, transmission
spectrum, wavelength-division multiplexing, wavelength locker.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N A wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) system, the
channel spacing of the signals has been prescribed by ITU-T

with the channel spacing of 100 (0.8 nm) or 50 GHz (0.4
nm) based on a wavelength of 1552.52 nm. Thus, it is important
to control the optical frequency of each laser precisely to realize
the WDM system. It is usually required for the frequency of each
laser to be stabilized within 10% of the channel spacing in order
to maintain constant channel spacing and avoid crosstalk [1],
[2]. That is, the permissible frequency drifts are1.25, 2.5,
and 5.0 GHz for of 25, 50, and 100 GHz, respectively.
However, in general, the wavelength stability with temperature
and time of a general laser diode is not good enough to meet the
requirement by itself. The wavelength drift by temperature in a
distributed feedback (DFB) laser is approximately 0.1 nm/C,
and the wavelength drift over lifetime ranges are several tens
and several hundreds of picometers. Therefore, most of current
WDM sources are integrated with wavelength lockers.

A wavelength locker often consists of a collimating lens, a
beam splitter, a wavelength discriminator, such as a Fabry–Perot
(FP) Etalon, and two monitor diode detectors (i.e., PD1 and
PD2) [3]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of a general wave-
length locker. PD1 is used to measure the total output power.
The monitor current at PD1, , is used as the input for the
automatic power control (APC) circuit. A wavelength discrim-
inator is mounted in front of the PD2. The monitor current at
PD2, , changed according to the transmittance of the dis-
criminator, is an indicator of the wavelength. is used as
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the wavelength locker.

input for the wavelength locking circuit which maintain a de-
sired wavelength with laser diode (LD) temperature control.

The Fabry–Pérot (FP) etalon filter is widely used as a wave-
length discriminator in the wavelength locker due to its high
wavelength selectivity and compact size [3], [4]. The transmit-
tance curve of an FP filter is a periodic Lorentzian for an ideal
plane wave input. Thus, the inflection wavelength of each res-
onance in the transmission spectrum can be used as a locking
wavelength. In general, the output beam from a LD chip is not
a plane wave and its divergence angle is approximately 35.
However, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) value of the
far-field pattern (FFP) is as small as 10 10 in a spot-size
converter integrated laser [5]. Therefore, if a plane wave as an
input beam for a wavelength locker is desired, a light collima-
tion system should be included in the wavelength locker. In other
words, since the collimation requires high packaging cost, it is
desirable to use the diverged beam itself as the input beam of the
wavelength locker. However, the transmission characteristics of
an FP filter with a diverged input beam, such as the effects of
input beam profile and incident angle, has not been well known.

In this letter, we investigate the dependency of the transmit-
tance curves of an FP filter on the input laser mode sizes and in-
cident angle experimentally and theoretically. It was found that a
wavelength locker can be realized without collimating lens with
a certain range of input beam divergence and incident angles.

II. A NALYSIS PROCEDURE

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram used in this study.
The structure of the etalon filter is

where and represent -thick thin layers with high refrac-
tive index and low refractive index ,
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Fig. 2. Schematic of an analysis model and an experimental setup.

respectively. A -thick film of is inserted
between the two reflective film structure. The substrate is a glass
with . The calculated optical bandwidth from this
filter is 0.6 nm and peak transmittance is above 90% for a nearly
plane wave input beam.

In our analysis, the input beam was assumed as a quasi-TE
mode of the two-dimensional rectangular waveguide of a
semiconductor LD. In this case, the-and -fields consist
of and , respectively. The intensity
profile of a dominant electric field is assumed to
be a Gaussian-beam distribution. This assumption is reasonable
when using an emitted light from LD as an input beam of an
etalon filter. Thus, an input field is initially polarized in both

and directions where and . By
neglecting the weak field components such as, , and ,
an input light corresponds to a perfect plane wave that cannot
have a Gaussian intensity distribution. In order to analyze the
diverging beam problem, it is essential to include the weak field
components in the analysis. Our analysis is based on the plane
wave decomposition of the input beam and the application
of Fresnel’s law [6], [7]. Initially, the dominant electric field

was transformed through the Fourier analysis into
the infinite sum of plane waves with the transverse component
of wave vector and . The angular spectrum function of the
input optical field into an etalon filter is given by the Fourier
transform of by

(1)

The intensity profile of is assumed to be a Gaussian
distribution. Other electromagnetic field components with a
wave vector can be obtained by Maxwell’s equations that de-
termine the quasi-TE mode field profiles. Since the longitudinal
component of the wave vector in the etalon substrate layer is
assumed to be within the paraxial wave approximation,
a plane wave with in the substrate can be expressed as

(2)

and

(3)

where and is the vacuum wavelength. Vectors ,
, and are all orthogonal from each other. Thus, each plane

wave in the etalon substrate is considered to have its own ef-
fective index of refraction , where

. In order to easily apply Frensel’s law at the dielectric

interface, we decompose and into TE- and TM-waves.
Then, the reflection and transmission coefficients of the strati-
fied etalon media can be calculated by using the characteristic
matrix of the films [8]. The field components are obtained by the
inverse Fourier transform of the reflected and transmitted plane
waves. The effects of the incident angle on a transmittance can
be easily considered by the coordinate transformation. A com-
plex two-dimensional FFT method is used in the Fourier anal-
ysis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 shows the calculated transmittance spectra of the FP
etalon filter for a different FFP. For the nearly plane wave input
as shown in Fig. 3(a), the peak wavelengthand the inflection
point shift toward shorter wavelength as the incident angle

increases. The spectrum shape is almost symmetric and the
maximum transmittance level and the bandwidth are
nearly same for 2 . This resonance curve is repeated peri-
odically for a particular period, namely the free spectral range
(FSR) of an etalon, which is determined by the optical thickness
of the spacer layer. The spectrum becomes asymmetric and
increases for 3 . Thus, it is essential to use a nearly plane
and normal incident wave on an etalon for the application of
multichannel wavelength lockers.

Fig. 3(b) and (c) shows the transmission spectra when FWHM
values of the input beams are 1313 and 25 25 , respec-
tively. When FWHM value of the input beam is large, the spec-
trum broadening appears mainly in wavelengths less thanand
the spectrum becomes asymmetric for all values in the range of
. However, the does not shift considerably withand the

maximum transmittance decreases compared to the plane
wave input case. These can be explained by the following two
factors. Firstly, when the plane wave is obliquely incident on an
etalon, the transmittance spectrum is broadened in shorter wave-
lengths and becomes small. Secondly, an input light with a
finite spot-size consists of plane waves with different wave vec-
tors and amplitudes, and the transmittance of a spatially con-
fined input beam can be considered as the sum of asymmetri-
cally broadened line shapes.

Fig. 4 shows the experimentally measured transmission spec-
trum with FFP of input beam equaling 13 13 . A tunable
laser was used as an input light source. The output from the
tunable laser was coupled into a single-mode fiber. An FP
etalon filter was mounted in front of a large area detector.
We achieved the FFP by simply using an output beam from
a cleaved fiber as an input beam into the FP etalon. The
results showed a fairly good agreement with the calculated
results as shown in Fig. 2(b). Even though the spectrum is
broadened for an input beam with a finite spot-size, it is no-
ticeable that the slopes of the transmittance curves in longer
wavelengths than are not changed significantly even for
different values. Furthermore, the magnitudes of slopes are
enough to discriminate the wavelength drift of the laser. This
suggests that a wavelength locker can be made without colli-
mation lens and with a large alignment tolerance. Therefore,
it is possible to implement a wavelength locker only by the
passive alignment technique if the FFP of laser output were
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Calculated transmission spectrum of an etalon for several angles of
incidence. The FWHM value in far-field pattern (FFP) of an input beam is
assumed as: (a) 1� 1 , (b) 13 � 13 , and (c) 25� 25 .

as less as 10 10 , which can reduce the packaging cost signif-
icantly. It should be noted that only one resonance curve could
be used in this case. Here, we have dealt with the case for a
beam from LD that was circular. For elliptical beams, analysis

Fig. 4. Measured transmission spectrum of an etalon. The FWHM of FFP is
assumed as 13� 13 .

results showed that the degree of spectrum broadening may be
considered as an intermediate spectrum broadening between the
narrow and wide circular beam cases.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the transmittance spectrum of an FP etalon
with an input laser mode size and an incident angle. An asym-
metry of a transmittance spectrum of the FP etalon obtained
from a diverged input beam can be explained by the decompo-
sition into plane waves. It was found that a wavelength locker
can be made by the passive alignment without collimating an
input beam, if the FFP of an output beam from a laser diode is
as narrow as 10 10 .
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